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1. Introduction 

1.1 The purpose of this report is to provide the Lead Member for Education and Inclusion, 
Special Needs and Disability (LM) with the outcome of the consultation on the proposal 
to enlarge Polegate School from 420 places to 630 places, increasing the published 
admission number (PAN) from 60 to 90 with effect from 1 September 2019. 

1.2 The proposal is part of the Local Authority’s strategy to ensure it is able to discharge 
its legal obligation to provide sufficient school places in the Polegate area to meet 
demand both now and in the future.   

1.3 If the proposal is accepted the school would grow gradually as it fills from reception 
year upwards.  The school would reach capacity when it has 90 children in each year 
group from Reception to Year 6 – a total of 630 children taught in 21 classrooms. 
 

2. Department for Education (DfE) regulations 

2.1 Proposed changes to the organisation of schools have to follow a prescribed process 
established by the School Organisation (Prescribed Alterations to Maintained Schools) 
(England) Regulations 2013. This process complied with these requirements. 
 

3. The consultation 

3.1 Public consultation took place over a 4 week period between 23 June and 21 July 
2017.  The consultation was available on the Consultation Hub, on the County 
Council’s website and interested parties including: pupils, parents and carers, staff, the 
governing body, local schools, the local member, the district and town councils, the 
dioceses and the local MP were sent a link to the consultation and invited to 
participate.  The Council issued a press release and used social media to inform the 
local community of the consultation.  Details of the consultation were also included on 
Polegate School’s website and in their newsletter.  A paper copy of the consultation 
document was available on request.  A copy of the consultation document is provided 
in Appendix 1 of this report. 

3.2 Interested parties could provide a response to the consultation by completing the 
online questionnaire, by downloading and returning a paper copy of the response form, 
or by email. 
 

4. Consultation responses 

4.1 The public consultation document asked consultees to respond to the following 
question: 

 Do you support the proposal to expand Polegate School to provide more places 
for local children? 
 

Respondents were given the option of responding by indicating 

 Yes 

 No 

 Undecided 
 
4.2 By the end of the consultation period 100 responses had been received either via the 

online questionnaire or by email.  Of the responses: 

 53 (53%) support the proposal 

 26 (26%) do not support the proposal 

 19 (19%) were undecided 

 2 (2%) did not answer this part of the consultation 

4.3 Respondents identified themselves as: 

  64  Parents/carers of a child at Polegate School 

  3  Pupils at Polegate School 

  14 Members of staff at Polegate School 

  6 Governors at Polegate School 



  23  Members of the local community 

  7 Other (Local resident, Grand parent of children attending the school, 
ex pupil  
 of Polegate school, an educationalist, local resident) 

  3 Not answered 

 It should be noted that some respondents ticked more than one box when identifying 
themselves. 

5. Key issues raised by respondents 

5.1 In summary there was a mixed response to the consultation.  Appendix 2 provides a 
list of all responses received.  Those in favour of the proposal recognise the need for 
additional school places in the Polegate area linked to an increased demand due to a 
combination of rising birth rates and housing developments and the benefits it would 
bring to an ever growing community.  Those who raised concerns about the proposal 
did so generally for the following reasons: 

 Traffic congestion and parking 
 Loss of playing field and facilities 
 School hall requires enlargement 
 Need for a new school 

 
5.2 Of the 53 respondents who support the proposal: 

  22 recognise the need for additional places in the Polegate area and 
believe that Polegate is a good school with a good reputation.  Expanding the 
school would improve parental choice and allow more local children and 
siblings to access this popular local school. 

  11 agreed that the school should expand but raised traffic and parking 
as an issue that would need to be resolved including the lack of space for a 
safe drop off for students and ensuring adequate staff parking facilities. 

  22 agreed as long as the facilities, eg staff room, library, kitchen, were 
improved; staffing levels adequate, and that not too much outdoor play area 
was lost and playgrounds extended.  A particular concern was the size of the 
school hall, currently considered to be too small.  It was strongly felt that this 
needed to be increased to accommodate the additional number of pupils. 

  6 agreed but highlighted that ICT, telephone, fire exits, school alarm 
facilities would need upgrading as well as services such as electricity supply 
and waste/sewer facilities 

  2 agreed but requested that the nursery gain back some outdoor space 
as part of its development. 

  8 offered no reason for agreeing 
 
5.3 Of the 26 who do not support the proposal: 

  14 cited parking, traffic congestion, no lollypop person, as their main concern. 

  16 are concerned about the loss of the schools character / ethos and 
nurturing environment; that school facilities, with its limited school assembly hall, 
would not be able to cope with increased pupil numbers and the negative impact 
on facilities including play area. 

  9 consider that more schools should be built to accommodate the increasing 
number of housing developments. 

  6 are concerned about the impact on teaching and learning. 

  1 was concerned at the possibility of losing the swimming pool facility. 

  1 expressed concern that the school admits pupils from outside the area 
which impacts on the ability of children from the local area to secure a place at 
their local school. 

  1 was concerned that the provision of SEN facilities would be able to cope with 
increased pupil numbers. 

  3 offered no reason for disagreeing. 



 
5.4 Of the 19 who were undecided about the proposal: 

  10 expressed concern that the school would lose some of its outdoor space 
including the swimming pool and that the school hall needs to be enlarged as it is 
already too small to cope with the current number of pupils. 

  6 consider that more schools should be built to accommodate the increasing 
number of housing developments. 

  5 cited parking and safety concerns due to increased traffic. 

  3 are concerned that enlarging the school would result in loss of its family 
friendly and community feel. 

  2 were concerned that the school would lose the swimming pool. 

  1 offered no reason. 

5.5 In response to these particular points: 

  A traffic and parking assessment would be undertaken as part of the design 
and planning process.  The school’s travel plan would need to be updated and 
would be utilised by the school to encourage families to find alternative ways of 
travelling to school in order to reduce the number of car journeys.  The design 
and statutory planning process would provide people with a further opportunity to 
raise concerns about traffic and parking. 

  The school’s facilities would be enlarged to accommodate the increased 
pupil numbers. 

  The Council would ensure that any design solution for expansion makes 
best use of the site to create an environment that has a positive impact on 
teaching and learning. 

  The Council considered a number of options for delivering additional school 
places in the area including whether to establish a new school.  Taking into 
account factors such as financial viability, planning and highways and the 
location of new housing the Council determined that the proposed expansion of 
Polegate School would best serve the local area. 

  The school was judged overall to be a ‘Good’ school with some outstanding 
features at its last Ofsted inspection in May 2014.  The school is popular and 
regularly oversubscribed. The Council believes the proposed expansion would 
enhance the school’s character and enable it to better serve its local community. 



Copy of the consultation document                                                                        
Appendix 1 

 

Polegate School 
Expansion consultation 

 
      

  
To pupils, parents/carers, staff, governors and stakeholders 
 

 East Sussex County Council is proposing to expand Polegate School (Oakleaf 
Drive, Polegate, East Sussex, BN26 6PT) from 420 places to 630 places, 
increasing the published admission number (PAN) from 60 to 90 with effect 
from 1 September 2019. 
         
 
Why do we need to expand Polegate School? 
East Sussex County Council (ESCC) would like to expand Polegate School to provide more 
places for local children.  Demand for school places in the Polegate area has increased in 
recent years as a result of new housing developments in the area.  ESCC has a statutory 
duty to ensure there are enough school places and is therefore proposing to expand 
Polegate School to create additional capacity.  If the proposal goes ahead additional 
accommodation would be provided to enable the school to expand. 
 
Polegate School is a popular and successful school and, for the September 2017 intake, 96 
parents/carers selected the school as a first preference.  The current PAN of 60 provides 
limited scope to meet parental preference.   
 
Are there site plans to show how the school would be expanded? 
ESCC is in the early stages of consulting on the proposals.  Initial scoping of the site has 
shown there is sufficient space for expansion.  ESCC has appointed a design team to work 
up plans for the expansion.  We would share their ideas with interested parties at a pre-
planning consultation event at the school. All stakeholders, including local residents, would 
have the opportunity to view the plans, ask questions and make comments.  This would 
enable the design team to take into consideration everyone’s views before a planning 
application is submitted. 
 
You would have a further opportunity to comment on the plans as part of the planning 
application process which is separate to this consultation. 
 
How would the school deal with any possible increase in traffic and congestion? 
A traffic and parking assessment would be undertaken as part of the design and planning 
process.  The school’s travel plan would need to be updated and would be utilised by the 
school to encourage families to find alternative ways of travelling to school in order to reduce 
the number of car journeys. 
 
Would the school need to close during building work? 
No.  The building works would be planned carefully and contractors would work with the 
school to ensure that works are scheduled to keep disruption to a minimum.  The building 
site would be a secure area to ensure the health and safety of the children, staff, 
parents/carers and visitors to the school. 
 
How many children would be at the school once it is expanded? 
It is intended that Polegate School would grow gradually, with 30 additional Reception year 
places offered each year.  The school has admitted 90 in its Reception year in September 
2016 and will do so again in September 2017.   
 
Data to show how the number of places at the school would grow over the coming years: 



 

 Academic year 

2015/16 2016/17 2017/1
8 

2018/1
9 

2019/2
0 

2020/2
1 

2021/2
2 

2022/23 

Reception 
PAN 

60 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 

Total 
number of 
places 

420 450 480 510 540 570 600 630 

 
 
Would there be enough outdoor play space? 
The design team would consider what improvements need to be made to the outdoor play 
space to ensure there is adequate provision for a larger number of children.  Alongside this, 
the school would plan how it uses the space to provide adequate lunch and break times. 
 
How can I give my views? 
The consultation period runs until 21 July 2017. 
 
You can give your views by: 
 

 Completing the online survey 

 
 Emailing ESCC at: school.consultations@eastsussex.gov.uk 

 
 Printing the attached consultation document and returning a paper copy of the 

response form to: Catherine Denyer, Project Officer, Standards and Learning 
Effectiveness Service, East Sussex County Council, County Hall, St Anne’s 
Crescent, Lewes, East Sussex BN7 1UE.   

 
All comments must be received by 21 July 2017 or they cannot be taken into account. 
 
If you would like a paper copy of the consultation document please contact Catherine 
Denyer on 01323 466886 or at catherine.denyer@eastsussex.gov.uk 
 
What happens next? 
Following the consultation period, a report setting out the responses received will be 
submitted to the Lead Member for Education, Inclusion and Special Educational Needs and 
Disability meeting in September 2017.  The Lead Member will decide whether to proceed 
with the proposed expansion.  If approved, a statutory notice would be published in the local 
newspaper probably in October 2017, followed by a period of four weeks when further 
comments or objections could be submitted.  The Lead Member would consider any 
responses received during this time before making a final decision on whether to approve 
the expansion at a meeting likely to be held in December 2017. 
 
The proposed expansion would also be dependent upon planning permission being granted 
for the physical enlargement of the school premises as outlined above. 
  

mailto:school.consultations@eastsussex.gov.uk
mailto:catherine.denyer@eastsussex.gov.uk


Polegate School 
Expansion consultation 
Response form 

 
 
 
Our proposal is to enlarge Polegate School from 420 places to 630 places, increasing the 
published admission number (PAN) from 60 to 90 with effect from 1 September 2019. 
 
East Sussex County Council would welcome your views on the proposal.  Please complete 
this response form by 21 July 2017.  If you are completing a paper copy please send the 
form to Catherine Denyer, Project Officer, Standards and Learning Effectiveness Service, 
East Sussex County Council, County Hall, St Anne’s Crescent, Lewes, East Sussex BN7 
1UE. 

 
 

Do you support the proposal to expand Polegate School to provide more places for 
local children? 

 

Yes   
 
 
No       

 
 
Undecided 

 
 

   

Please provide any comments below: 
 

 

 
 
 

Which of the following best describes you? 
      

 Pupil at Polegate School 
 Parent / carer of a child at Polegate School 
 Member of staff at Polegate School 
 Governor at Polegate School 
 Member of the local community 

Other (please say)……………………………………………………………………… 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

About you… 
We want to make sure that everyone is treated fairly and equally and that no one gets left out.   That is 
why we ask you these questions. We will not share the information you give us with anyone else. We 
will only use it to help us make decisions and make our services better. 

If you would rather not answer any of these questions, you don't have to. 

 

Q1. Are you......?  Male  Female  Prefer not to say 
 

Q2. How old are you?   

 

Q3. What is your postcode?   
 

Q4. Which of these ethnic backgrounds do you feel you belong to? (Your ethnic background is 
about lots of things like where your family comes from and the language you speak.)  

White Mixed 
Asian or Asian 
British 

Black or Black 
British 

 British  White & Black Caribbean  Indian  Caribbean 

 Irish   White & Black African  Pakistani  African 

 Gypsy/Roma  White & Asian  Bangladeshi  Other* 

 Irish Traveller  Other*  Other*   

 Other*       

   Arab  Chinese  Prefer not to say 

*Other Ethnic Group If your ethnic group was not 
specified in the list please describe your ethnic group: 

 

 

Q5. Would you say that you have a disability? (A disability is if you have a problem or illness to do 
with your mind or body and it makes it hard for you to do everyday things.)  

 Yes  No  Prefer not to say 
 

Q6. If you answered yes to Q5, please tell us what problems you face. You may have more than 
one type, so please select all that apply. If none of these apply to you please select other and give brief 
details. 

 A disability to do with your body (like problems walking, moving, getting around…) 

 Problems with hearing or seeing 

 Having a bad illness for a long time (like cancer, epilepsy, HIV or another serious sickness)  

 Mental health problems (This is a problem to do with your mind and the way you feel. For 
example, if you feel upset, worried or angry a lot) 

 Learning difficulties 

 I do not want to say 

 Something else, please specify  
 

Q7. Do you regard yourself as belonging to any particular religion or belief?  

 Yes  No  Prefer not to say 
 

Q8. If you answered yes to Q7 which one?  

 Christian  Hindu  Muslim  Any other religion, please specify 

 Buddhist  Jewish  Sikh   
 

Thank you for providing this information



 
APPENDIX 2 

ANALYSIS OF CONSULTATION RESPONSES 

 
 
 
Do you support the 
proposal to expand 
Polegate School to 
provide more places 
for local children?  

Comments provided 

Yes This is needed in the area and this is an excellent school.  You need to expand Willingdon Community School too then rather quickly.  

Yes Eastbourne is an ever growing town. Polegate is a good school and providing more places for children to attend this school can only be a good thing in my view. 

Yes I am a parent of a 1 year old living locally and polegate school is our closest school. I would hope that expansion will make it more likely that my daughter will be offered a place when she is old 
enough. I do think that effort will need to be made to ensure that there is enough outside play areas and that the good standards are maintained and improved upon. 

Yes As a local resident new to the area I am thinking ahead to the school in which my baby will go to - have heard great things about Polegate but the number of places has always worried me. As a 
teacher also, whose school has currently grown in size, I see it as a great opportunity to increase a good school.  

Yes I am a parent of two children currently at Polegate School, with all the new houses which are being built in Polegate, then yes the school does need to expand. the only other option is for a new 
school to be built along with a new doctors centre, shops  etc... and I can't see this happening anytime soon!!   I would like to see the school grow , but without to much out door area being lost. 
The children need a larger hall, the current one only just fits the whole school in for assembly and lunchtime. I would also like the school to keep the school swimming pool, as I believe this is very 
important to the school and children. 

Yes  

Yes There is a need with all the additional building in the area. It is an outstanding school and so plans and extension need to carefully considered to ensure that the school can continue to succeed. It 
would be terrible if this placed an additional pressure and caused problems beyond the staff control. They work so hard and are successfully despite a building that is already too small and has 
been extended randomly many times.  
 
Hall too small 
The school can never perform to all parents and so have to hire other venues which is not ideal. Children have to eat lunches in the classroom.  
The one member of office staff is faced with huge queues that extend beyond the carpark each morning! 
The playground for Infants is too small and the junior playground will need extending. Hard to see where the extension will go. 
The school needs more than one hall.  
It would be a shame if year groups were split. 
Toilets smell and are disgusting to walk by in the juniors it would be nice if they were moved elsewhere! My child does not like using them. 

Yes I have worked at the school for many years and my son is currently The juniors. I support the expansion of the school but do think the need to consider other areas of the school is essential for it to 
function properly. The school will require a larger hall which it was desperate at the beginning of this year with the increased intake of children. I would also like to know what outside spaces would 
look like? It is important that the children do not lose their outside environment!  

Yes I think it's a great idea in theory however parking before and after school is already a problem and the facilities at the school are fantastic.  My concerns would be that the facilities would be 
compromised to accommodate extra classrooms and also the school hall is quite small and already a squash for the children already there   

Yes Many new housing developments are either going up and or proposed for the area, hindslands estate, and backing on to Seven Sisters Road too. The schools fail to meet the needs for the 
constant expansion, so primary school developememt to accommodate the influx is a necessity. Polegate being a much sort after school with constant waiting lists cannot meet these needs with 
its current infrastructure needs urgent development.  As the network administrator for the school, the computer infrastructure will need a full over haul, with a dedicated server room with air 
conditioning, backed on to network mangers office,  2 server racks housing new  servers and Sans in a failover configuration, and a substantial NAS for file archiving and backups.  A partial 
redesign of the computer network, integrating the existing infrastructure, especially when you are providing services for in excess of the total proposed 630 pupils, the excess of 50 school staff, 
plus Polegate school nusrsery. The telephone system would need examining and possibly upgrading, to accommodate the internal phone structure, iP phones being the best strategy.  The school 
has a licensed radio system, that may need upgrading, to accommodate the more staff required especially at lunchtime.   Replacing the school fire alarm system is required, the current system 
has no room for expansion, and an addressable system would perfect, also a different sound, visual or tone etc for either visually impaired or hearing impaired, also to implement lockdown 
policies.  The school hall and kitchen urgently needs addressing to accommodate so many more children.  Current services in the school would need upgrading, possibly the mains electrical 
supply, to accommodate the extra rooms, etc. The waste water sewer needs an overhaul as we constant issues with blockages. Especially when escalating the head count by and excess of 200.   
As with any expansion on this scale consulting with the staff, is imperative as they they can bring forward the current problems and possible ideas for solutions, whether they are achievable or not 
a full staff consultation could be really beneficial. 



Do you support the 
proposal to expand 
Polegate School to 
provide more places 
for local children?  

Comments provided 

Yes  

Yes If the school is to increase in number if children, in addition to more classrooms and work spaces, it also desperately needs a bigger hall, preferably an additional hall and a larger 
entrace/reception office area. 

Yes The school needs a bigger hall and an additional hall 

Yes We moved into Polegate 2 years ago and have a now have 2 year old. Schools have always been a worry for me especially, with the already dramatic and further proposed expansion of the town, 
and this is the school I want my child to go to, as it is the closest to us and a great school.  We would also be able to walk directly along the Cuckoo Trail to get to it from our house, which is a 
much safer route with a young child as we would be away from the roads.  In my opinion, it would be fantastic if is is expanded, so long as the school will be sufficiently prepared with teachers, 
sufficiently equipped classrooms with enough outdoor space, then I think am 100% for it. 

Yes I am a resident in Polegate, with Polegate Primary School being the closest to me.  From what I hear (from locals and my sister who was previously a teacher at Willingdon Primary) it is a great 
school, and it is the one that I will be looking to get my child into in September 2019. I support the expansion of the school, as I think it will give local residents like myself a better opportunity to get 
our children into the best local Primary school and ensure that they have the best education available, which is critical to their youth development and opportunities as an adult. I would be 
interested in hearing more about the proposed development, and any other meetings/events that may be occurring in which I can further air my opinion on why I think this would be a great thing 
for Polegate. 

Yes  

Yes Fantastic school. Great that more children can benefit from the amazing education on offer.  

Yes Very good school providing a good standard of education that local parents should be able to take advantage of.  

Yes The school is over subscribed and it is a good/outstanding school so many more children can receive a great education. There are a number of new buildings going up in the area and this will 
serve some of the demand. 

Yes Yes if this is true to word of supporting LOCAL children and ensuring siblings will attend the same school.  

Yes I support the proposal as long as there will be adequate room for all children. At the moment the school hall is far too small, needs to be much bigger or have two halls. The library would need to 
be bigger as reading is an important part at these ages. I do hope the school pool doesn't get taken away, the children love it. Also playground space is limited now.  

Yes I support the proposal to increase the size of Polegate School. The School is already stretched to accommodate its pupils in the hall. The school drastically needs an improved bigger and better 
hall, along with increase in size of entrance and exits of the school, as know it's quite bottle knocked. The playing field needs to be considered , and strategically used to accommodate the children 
at break times without compromising on space. I have 3 children at the school, one who is in reception and was in the year they first increased classes to 3. This was positive for Polegate School 
but with it has come it's problems. In order for the school to accommodate the new amount of pupils. It's quite fundamental that the expansion goes ahead.  I have one child who is disabled and 
the SENCO team do an amazing job in such limited space, to see this improved in size would be very welcomed amongst all the SEN Parents. 

Yes As long as you are given all resources necessary for expansion I am fully behind the development, here are some of my concerns  
 
I.e  an expansion of the assembly hall  
fire exits and procedures reviewed  
Catering facilities reviewed  
Expansion of class rooms ( not pre-fab) 
Full understanding and confidence in all teachers and governors in the development of the children and governance of a new and larger school  
Extra space for drop off and pick up points around the perimeter of School  

Yes This will be a great improvement to an already outstanding school. The school take challenges in their stride and welcome the change.  

Yes  

Yes  

Yes The school definitely needs help in increasing the size of its buildings if this proposal was to go ahead because the school is already bursting at the seams currently, with children and parents 
being packed like sardines into the hall to watch assembly's etc....  

Yes The nursery is also under development and will have a lot less outdoor space and awkward natural nooks after its extension by ESCC  As part of the school plans could Nursery gain a bit back 
again esp as outdoor learning is a core principle there. Maybe some of the end car park spaces ( if they are expanding parking elsewhere  and there are no services underground ) could be used 
to extend the grassy area again as part of whole school development. Despite separate planning applications Nursery part of school.  

Yes  



Do you support the 
proposal to expand 
Polegate School to 
provide more places 
for local children?  

Comments provided 

Yes With the new housing developments that have been erected in Polegate, westham and stone cross it is crucial that children have local school placements and therefore the expansion of an 
already good rated school is necessary  

Yes Having had the stress of our son not originally being allocated a place in 2016, we strongly support the expansion of Polegate school. Especially as the town is growing from new developments.  

Yes More on-site staff car parking will be needed.  Already, during term time, a number of school staff cars are parked all day in Oakleaf Drive and Windsor Way. 

Yes The area is becoming increasingly over populated with no extra school provision planned.   The school is an excellent school with 'outstanding' leadership and vision. Therefore it makes complete 
sense that Polegate School is developed further.   With this in mind the building needs to include a much larger hall to allow for the school ethos of 'togetherness 'to continue.  
The expansion needs to allow Polegate School to continue with its vision of excellence without any detriment to the children already attending the school and future attendees.  

Yes The additional building being carried out in the area is stretching resources and the school needs to expand to meet demand. I am concerned that this needs to be done with thought and care so it 
does not undermine the quality of education. The school is incredible and as it is now the building is not fit for purpose! The facilities are inadequate. the hall is too small and this impacts on the 
education children receive and quality of worship. The library is too small. Toilets inadequate. ICT facilities will not be sufficient for additional pupils. The playground is too small for infants and the 
junior playground needs enlarging. the building is dated and tired, windows need replacing. It would be lovely if the design was more modern and refreshed the whole school this would reflect the 
work that goes on within the school. Our children deserve the best and this should not be restricted by a small budget. I am assuming it is more cost effective than a new school would have been.   

Yes I agree the school needs expanding to meet the needs of future generations in polegate. However the school is in desperate need of a bigger hall and recreation space right NOW!! I hope this will 
be done with urgency to enhance the school for current pupils. Also the current parking situation at school drop off/pick up time is highly dangerous and the roads are very busy. Any expansion 
would need to consider this and improve parking where possible, or consider staggered start and finish times to help with congestion.  

Yes I am concerned about the lack of playground and hall space for an increasing number of children. The hall is already tight for the current amount of children we have so this needs much 
consideration. As an intervention teacher working with SEN children I would like to see not just additional classrooms being built but also extra areas for interventions to take place as there will be 
more children needing support as the amount of children at the school rises. 

Yes Due to the expansion in the area, it makes logical sense for the children to attend a local, thriving primary school.   

Yes The school needs a bigger hall to allow for more pupils at assembly and lunchtime. 

Yes Successful school providing places for an increasing local area/population  

Yes Excellent idea as it is such a popular school! 

Yes Polegate school is an excellent school and I welcome to schools growth, however with growth must come expansion in the correct areas. The school encourages families to attend events within 
the school so for this to continue the school hall needs to much bigger so the whole school to still come together as one which benefits children, staff and families. The outside space will also need 
to accommodate the extra class within each year group.  
Also being a local resident more needs to be put in place to encourage families to walk to school, as drop off and pick up times can get very congested with people parking illegally and 
dangerously, with an extra class in each year group and an increase of staff, traffic and parking is only going to become more difficult therefore increasing the danger for the children, families and 
staff.  

Yes  

Yes  

Yes Much needed given the new housing in the area. 

Yes We have moved to Polegate and there simply isn't any other school near enough. 



Do you support the 
proposal to expand 
Polegate School to 
provide more places 
for local children?  

Comments provided 

Yes In the design process the following issues need to be addressed: 
 
The hall size is too small, and has three main uses - Assemblys, PE/gym/sports, dining space.  Polegate needs a bigger hall with stage, separate sports hall, and separate dining hall. 
Limited outdoor space - playgrounds are too small. 
Office and entrance too small. 
Staff car park too small. 
Pick-up and drop off area needed for cars. 
We are luckey to have a swimming pool, but improvements are needed to make it larger and indoors (it is currently "covered" but not strictly indoors. 
 
Comparative local schools are: 
Grovelands (three form entry) has two halls and proper staging for shows. Extensive playgrounds and field space with a huge car park and drop off area for parents. 
Ocklynge has a huge hall and indoor swimming pool again, far larger playgrounds 

Yes My concerns are  
1) The size of the hall is too small at present and further expansion would make this too crowded and unsafe for children. 
2) Playground space limited 
3) Library too small  
4) Position of offices need to be together 
5) May need to move main entrance to school 
6) ICT facilities would need to be increased 
7) Size of staffroom is too small with new expansion 
8) Infant playground is too small 
9) Car parking inadequate on school premises and not managed outside school. The way some parents park is illegal and poses a danger for children's safety 
10) Parent drop off would increase, posing more congestion and risk to children. 

Yes As the co-chair of Polegate school I welcome the expansion. However in order for the school to continue to be successful we would need to expand the hall, the playground space, the size of the 
staffroom and the ICT facilities. The school could be even more  efficient if it were possible to have all the offices together in an admin block. Car parking at the school and a place for parents to 
park to drop off children are already a problem so consideration would be needed to be given to improving these. The main entrance to the school is very small and people have to cross the car 
park to get to it so I recommend that a new main entrance be considered. 

Yes Ofsted reports and the growing demand for places in the school clearly highlight its success and that " learning has no limits". I hope that as a result of the expansion the areas that need to be 
addressed will be carefully considered and solved . These are:  
The repositioning of the school entrance to be at  the heart of the school with and enlarged car park  and more space for the safe drop off students. The current situation is very dangerous and 
congested at peak times in the area and roads near the school gates. 
The present staff room is cramped . A larger hall is needed, even at the moment whole school gatherings are congested and activities hindered by the hall  being used as a dining area at lunch 
time.  
Improved ICT facilities are needed along with a library and  more office space. office infant playground and general playground areas need redesigning to utilise the limited space.  
These improvements are based on the existing school intake and will obviously become  more pressing as the school grows. Therefore the  most welcome expansion would provide an ideal 
opportunity to sole them  

Yes As a member of staff, I feel it is extremely important to ensure provision of adequate outdoor space for the nursery, it is so important for the nursery to continue to have outdoor learning spaces.  
With extending the nursery, this will cut our garden down considerably, if possible utilising the current car parking spaces would be a great advantage to the nursery and the school.  

Yes If the school is extended then the following points need to be addressed.   Classrooms needs to flow and shared areas need to remain. If the front car park is built on, then staff parking needs to 
be looked at, as parking  is already an issue. Parking needs to be monitored by a parking person for residents and pupils safety . Reception needs to be at the front of the school,  with offices 
together. The swimming pool should remain and would be a great asset if it was useable all year either by the school or hired out part of the year. If the school is extended then ICT, library and 
playground space needs to  be big enough to accommodate 630 pupils. The staff room should be big enough  to accommodate extra teaching staff and adequate work space for teachers.  

Yes Concerns around the communal spaces and pressures that the numbers put on the infrastructure:  The size of the hall, playground space and library for example. Also the infant playground at 
present is small and would be too overcrowded. There would be increased pressures on space for parking and drop off areas (already difficult). 



Do you support the 
proposal to expand 
Polegate School to 
provide more places 
for local children?  

Comments provided 

Yes I support the expansion but have concerns about the following: 
 

Hall - this was built originally for 150-200 pupils, it is on the verge of being too small for a two form entry, so another school hall would need to be built to accommodate the extra classes. With free 
school meals for infants, it takes upwards of two hours for lunch in the hall, so this would need to be addressed immediately. 
 

Playground space - some playground space would be taken by the new building, so expansion of the playground/another playground would need to be adopted. 
 

Parent drop off - simply encouraging parents to use alternative transport will not work, parents will drive their kids to school regardless. Systems need to be put in place to not allow drop off - I 
have no answer to how this could be done unfortunately!  
 

To consider moving the main entrance to the school so as to accommodate the new building 
 

The following would need to be expanded to facilitate the extra classes: 
Library, ICT facilities, Size of staff room, Infant playground is very small for a two form entry let alone a three form entry, Car park (for the extra staff - it is full with a two form entry) 

Undecided Increasing the size means making the school less of community school, it will loose that friendly family feel that the head teacher knows everyone etc. Plus I can see it being extended to another 
class soon due to the more houses you want to build in Polegate.   Along with the school hall being too small to fit all the classes in there at the moment, let alone with parents there. It is a 
complete joke.   I am sure there was a request before to extend the school but it was turned down but funny enough more houses got approved to be built.   But surely it would be a far more 
sensible thing to purchase some land big enough and build a school that is future proof in size for the insane amount of houses that are proposed to be built. Then the existing site can be sold and 
houses built on it, which I am sure the council would prefer more then say building say a doctors, dentists all in one place. 

Undecided The school is definitely not big enough currently for an increased number of children and I favour a small environment.  However the ridiculous amount of recent building in the area means we 
must address the infrastructure which cannot cope at the moment let alone in the future.  

Undecided The selling point to the school is the excellent leadership but also the use of outdoor space to include the swimming pool forest school areas, all terrain sport area. We would not want these to be 
lost. If they were preserved and children werent have meals at silly times the I would support. Concerns are size of school hook would need to be increased.  

Undecided Whilst I understand the need to expand the school I have serious fears for the safety of children and adults due to obvious increase in traffic on already over crowded roads. 

Undecided I appreciate the need for the extra places but parking is a premium in that area. The commuters use it, the community centre overflow, the library and the residents. I do not see how this can be 
resolved as there is already a problem with it. As a working mum i have no choice but to use my car to pick up my child and I'm sure a lot of other mums have the same problem. This is my only 
issue with the expansion. 

Undecided Why can't a new school be built rather than cramming more kids and traffic into an already squashed area. Surely with the extra housing that is being built this should have been taken into account 
then, force the developers to improve local amenities rather than adding more pressure on to the already stretched ones.  

Undecided I am in favour of the plans if it is handled correctly for example the school hall is barely big enough now so needs to be made bigger also the outdoor space need to be expanded and lay out of the 
school needs to be improved.  

Undecided Expanding the school is likely to have a detrimental effect on its community feel - whole school assemblies will be impossible without a larger school hall being built and, having attended these as 
a parent, these are excellent in having the children share in each other's successes/learning. 

Undecided It is great for the school that so  many parents want their children to attend but the school will struggle to accomodate them. 
 
The school hall cannot accomodate the number of pupils at this current time it is way too small. 
 
Also the school cannot afford to lose any outdoor space for the children to play in. 

Undecided  

Undecided I am all for supporting the local children in the community and ensuring that there's a school place nearby for them, my main concern would be how you would fit the extra 210 pupils in...obviously 
the school would need to be expanded but to what expense? Would it mean losing a big chunk of play ground? Which in turn would mean less time outside for the children. My other concern is the 
size of the hall, it is already too small for the pupils that already attend! 

Undecided I feel that the school is already at its maximum capacity. The school hall is not big enough for assemblies and dinner time as it is with out extra children. It's a lovely school and I'm concerned that 
taking in this many more students is going to ruin this. There have been so many new homes built in the area that a new school should have been built to take on the extra children, rather than 
squeezing them all into Polegate.  



Do you support the 
proposal to expand 
Polegate School to 
provide more places 
for local children?  

Comments provided 

Undecided I agree that there is a big need for more school places in the area. Polegate school is a great school and I'm worried that increasing numbers will alter the feeling of the school, and what they can 
offer.  The school doesn't currently have the facilitates to accommodate more children and would need significant improvements. One big concern is the school hall and classrooms space.  

Undecided I feel that the school needs to expand but I would not like the outside space to be any less than what it is, if any thing it needs to expand if the school does. It would be a shame to lose the wildlife 
area as they get so much joy and experience from it, all so the pool is a very important part of the school which should not be lost. I feel the school hall at the moment is too small and needs to be 
bigger so polegate does not lose there personal touch it is such a lovely personal school the headteacher knows all the children by name if the school expands I would be worried it would lose the 
personal touch as it would be harder for her to know them personally.  All so they have a amazing sen department which is outstanding with the school growing I feel that this should not be missed 
in the expansion and they should have an area. 

Undecided Concerns: 
 
1) Lack of local parking. There is already huge issues with parents parking am and pm. Lots of illegal / very unsafe / downright dangerous parking which is unregulated and causes lots of 
frustration and also road rage amongst parents (I have witnessed many an angry and aggressive encounter between parents in cars / pedestrians and parents in cars). School unsupported to deal 
with this. Current situation is an accident waiting to happen. Increasingly size of school substantially worries me massively in that this will worsen. Some sort of a formal drop off point (like 
Grovelands) would be brilliant and may help ease it for older children? Also missing lollypop lady currently which makes risks outside school significantly higher. 
 
2) That breakfast and after school clubs will have the added capacity needed to support working parents. 
 
3) Current buildings are already cramped (especially the junior school) and the hall is already too small. Significant improvement / expansion will be needed to accommodate the new classes / 
children being proposed. 

Undecided My son goes to polegate and it is a fab school. My concerns would be that the parking around the school is currently horrendous and at times dangerous.   I would hope that a lollipop person 
would be recruited. I also hope that the head gets extra support as she will be stretched supervising the school as well as she and the team already do.  

Undecided As a past pupil, current parent to a child in year 5 and a future parent of a reception child starting this year I believe if you was to extend the school to a 90 year intake each year it would put a 
strain on the existing building.  The school hall at the moment is far to small to take the current intake they have now let alone 30 more children in September this year so that would need to be 
extended greatly to accommodate them all in assembly and at lunch time as it is the only hall they have.  More classrooms will be needed which will mean if the school cannot be extended up the 
children would loose outdoor play areas which they greatly enjoy using and will be a shame.  Please do not get rid of the school swimming pool in your plans to extend as this has been a feature 
of the school for as long as I can remember and was there when I was at school 20 years+ ago.  The school will cope with the teacher side of it all as the head teacher is fantastic as are all the 
teachers there I just hope the extra children n classrooms will not take away the outdoor space they currently have. 

Undecided Whilst there is a need for school places for children in the Polegate area I do have some concerns. The school is on a residential area and has restricted ability to increase outside space. Building 
work on existing outside spaces may affect the outdoor activities/ playgrounds available to the children. If the building work is to be a second story I still have concerns about overcrowding in the 
existing outside spaces with the large increase in children.  
 
One major concern I have is with parking. The school have been pro active with trying to encourage parents to use other methods to collect children but it is not always possible for everyone to 
walk to the school. For example, as a working parent I leave for work immediately after drop off and arrive from work just in time to pick up. Parking is horrendous as it is, with a definite increase in 
difficulty with the extra reception class last year. Increasing intake by 30 more children each year it is only going to make it worse. The residential area does not support on street parking close by 
at this present time and if the school intake is going to be increased then innovative, creative or practical measures need to be taken to provide parking to allow for the safe and timely drop off and 
collection of children. 
 
Unless the building plans include the provision of a new car park the only other large car park is next to the train station in town. Perhaps the school could pick up/ take children (who are collected 
by car) to that car park where parents can be waiting. Another suggestion is a school bus/buses to collect children.  
 
I feel this is a priority matter when it comes to planning as if the parking issue is not fully addressed chaos will ensue and safety of the children may be affected. 

Undecided I have two children at Polegate school. 1 in a year of 60 and 1 in a year of 90. It is an amazing school which is being over subscribed to beacause there are no others and what would be a much 
better solution would be to build a new school. It's not fair on the kids!! 

No The school hall is too small.  More cars around the school making it even more of a nightmare than it already is for residents who live in the area.  The school wouldn't have this problem if they 
stopped letting people outside of the area send there kids to the school where as people who actually do live in the area are having to send their kids to Hailsham etc . Polegate residence should 
get priority over this but currently don't. 



Do you support the 
proposal to expand 
Polegate School to 
provide more places 
for local children?  

Comments provided 

No Polegate School is a fantastic school where both my children go, one of the key things that make it so great is the size. I completely agree that there are insufficient places to give 1st preference to 
new pupils, but with the continued growth of the surrounding area and the number of new homes under construction, expanding the school is a temporary solution to a bigger problem.  
This of course doesn't even begin to address the problems and issues that would be caused with additional traffic in the area, already the school newsletter regularly has letters from local 
residents complaining or indeed reporting near misses, with over another 100 pupils it will only be a matter of time before a serious accident happens. In my opinion the only practical solution is 
another  school in Polegate. 

No We do need more school places in the local area but by enlarging one school like this it means we take from of a larger area and more parents then travel by car to get there. A better solution 
would be to provide another school.  

No  

No  

No Polegate school has always been a popular and friendly school, whose strengths lie in knowing each and every child.  By expanding the school further, not only dies it put extra pressure on school 
staff but also the immediate environment. At present, children play in adequate space- if this is increaesed school field will be lost.  Not only am I a parent of two children at the school, but I am 
also a local resident. Currently, school drop off time is unbearable! Parents do not park or stop considerably and local residents are often blocked in their driveways and met with abuse when they 
ask them to move.  The road ways, enter ace and exit to the school are already inadequate for the amount of traffic- and it's only going to get worse.  I totally oppose the expansion, for numerous 
reasons. Have alternatives been sought? Is willingdon primary expanding? Is there are opportunity to build a new school with more modern facilities- rather than adding more children into dated 
buildings already in need of careful management to keep it running?  Alternative must be sought before agreeing to this madness!  

No The school is already suffering with limited whole school space such as main hall and playground space. One of the main reasons we chose polegate was due to the manageable numbers. 
Although it will not effect my son as he moves through the school there is the very real possibility that students will be 'lost' 

No Hi, am one of the Parents that my 2 Children attend Polegate Primary School. Just like to say that the school can not cope with Additional 30 Children each academy year as the Assembly hall is 
far too small to fit all the children, we must also consider Health and Safety aspect with the children in the playground. The teaching level will decline as extra 30 Children will put extreme pressure 
on the teachers.  We must also consider the local resident who live in and around the school area how this affects their daily lives with extra traffic and pollutions, The school does not even have a 
lolly pop lady so extra traffic can put children lives at risk, what we need to do is ask the Private Developer who put loads of properties in and around the area to build extra Schools and Dr 
Surgery. Please consider my views 

No The land size is not big enough for the proposed extensions. It would cut off an already too small fields and playgrounds.  While there are some very good teachers at the school the special needs 
department should be developed further for the existing children before adding more that will be lost in the over crowded school.  Extending upwards would cause too much upheaval for the 
children.  While I agree polegate needs more school places, a whole new school would be more beneficial  

No Main concern is the traffic as currently it is a nightmare (no lollipop operator), local police don't attend to combat people parking on yellow lines, driving erratically etc.  It's difficult as it is to fit all the 
classes in to do swimming never mind with additional classes.  There will be more people travelling in to area for the school as even though there are new estates they won't have an additional 30 
kids for each year. Thus leading to additional traffic.  

No Don't agree with the proposal for more school places The area that holds the school is not large enough to take anymore pupils The school field would need to be used and therefore the health 
and wellbeing of pupils would be affected The surrounding roads would not take the extra traffic this would generate Bigger schools are not the answers primary schools need to remain small and 
friendly What about secondary schools would they be able yo take the extra  

No I cannot see how expanding Polegate School will be a good idea. Currently the road it is situated in is a parking nightmare and the drop off and pick up times are absolutely chaotic. The residents 
nearby must be appalled at the idea of making the school larger. We have a tiny school hall which barely fits all children at present, lunchtimes are terrible trying to organise where children sit and 
eat their meals and there is an issue of a lack of toilet facilities for both children and adults. I understand that these issues would be taken into account and a big hall along with more toilet facilities 
would be an absolute must. However, you cannot make parking any more accessible or indeed ask the residents to become more tolerant of a greater number of vehicles being driven to the 
school. To me this issue alone is far too great to overcome. 

No Polegate certainly needs another school however I do not support making Polegate school larger. There simply isn't enough room at the current site and the quality of teaching and learning 
environment is jeopardised 

No I feel it would be far more practical and necessary to open another primary school instead of putting pressure on an existing one. There are more and more houses being built in the area and I feel 
this option is sticking a finger in the whole to stop the leak whilst another appears. Expanding the school threatens the ethos and the nurturing environment of the school. Physically the school is 
not big enough, the school hall is very small as it is and would not be fit for purpose. The playgrounds are quite small and the extra children would mean less playing space.  
Parking is already an issue around the school and an extra 100 or so parents would have a major impact and threaten the relationship between residents, the school and the parents.  



Do you support the 
proposal to expand 
Polegate School to 
provide more places 
for local children?  
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No The school has limited facilities already in relation to the size of the main hall, classrooms etc there isnt a vast amount of land space available to expand and too much expansion would destroy 
the wonderful environment that the children currently have to learn in. Having an intake of 90 per year is ridiclously large for a school for the teachers to be able to educated the pupils properly. 
Would it not be more prudent for the council to purchase some land between langney/polegate/hampden park/stone cross area and build a new primary school which could then cope with the 
oveflow of the increased housing and the extra children. This would then increase job in the local area and have been test results as smaller classes will allow teachers to focus on their pupils 
better. 

No I am a resident of one of the many new housing estates that have gone up in and around Polegate.  It was our understanding when we bought the house 5 years ago that there would be a nursery 
amongst other local facilities also built on site on the "business" side of the development.  My understanding is that this is also true of other new estates with one promising a GP surgery and 
rumours of a new school also to be built in the area. These have not materialised and it seems that these were only "promised" on paper to ensure that planning permission for all of these new 
FAMILY homes i.e. households with children, was and still is passed.  It is wrong to expect a small, community school such as Polegate to absorb the massive influx of children into the town which 
is solely due to the new housing estates.  I'm aware that obviously funds will be made available to make essential improvements to the school infrastructure so that a larger pupil population can be 
received but the school is barely big enough as it currently is to sufficiently hold the number we currently have.  The extra classrooms will further reduce the playground and playing field space 
available to the children and the hall is inadequate for their needs as numbers currently stand.  The central area within the Juniors section of the building is in poor repair also.   PLUS - to increase 
the school dramatically to the degree this decision will, completely alters what is fundamentally the school's strength.  It is a small community school and this allows the children to develop that 
community spirit, it is key to why the school is a success as it stands.  These housing estates should not be granted planning and building permission if there is no intention of fulfilling the terms 
put forward i.e. building a new school a new GP surgery a new nursery and countless other facilities that were promised.  And this is coming from someone who lives in one of these new estates.    
I am deeply upset and saddened that my children's education and school experience will now be put at risk and completely altered simply because construction companies want to make a 
ridiculous profit. 

No  

No This school is unique for its size and amount of students attending and because of this the quality of teaching is good. Another school needs to be built in Polegate to meet the demands 

No Traffic in the area is already bad buses schedules are not fit for purpose if you 200 more pupils that's probably same amount of cars the roads are not able to cope with that you should be looking 
to build new schools with all the new housing in the area parents cannot afford bus fares so will use their cars 

No We have lived in Malcolm Gardens for around 20 years, over that time we have noticed the following changes. When we moved to present address there was a crossing lady to assist with the safe 
crossing of both children and adults. This has now been removed on cost cutting exercise, not for child safety.  Due to the location of the school being 50 yards from a sharp bend in Oakleaf Drive 
and oppersite a road junction with Windsor Way. Parking for residents and parents taking there children to  the School is getting worst every day. This a accident waiting to happen. The following 
roads are being used for parking Windsor Way, Oakleaf Dive ,Malcolme Gardens, Greenleaf Gardens.This causes congestion and frustration for drivers with the addition of 180 more pupils this 
will cause grid lock and accidents, the School and area can not take the traffic that will be generated buy the additional 180 pupils.  

No Polegate school is a wonderful school but over crowding and building will take this from the school it shall become smaller play areas teaching may become less than the excellents it is at now  the 
school hall/dining area is already to small extending this shall again fake from play area  

No The roads in the area cannot support the additional traffic. The expansion would have a huge impact on neighbours.  The loss of play/ sport space would be tragic, we all need to move more. 

No My child is currently at Polegate school and really loves it there.  My concerns over expanding the school are, they are already going to lose part of the junior playground due to having to expand 
the hall, and they will lose more of their play areas, including the field which the children love being able to play on in the summer and use for sports days.  Parking! This is already a massive issue 
not only for residents of the surrounding area but also for parents trying to get their children to school, very often cars are parked over driveways, on yellow lines and in disabled bays, this would 
only get so much worse and the chance of an accident happening would massively increase.  I believe that building another school would be better and safer for the children, as I am sure there 
will be more homes built in Polegate. 

No The school does not have the infrastructure to take that amount of extra children, the school hall is not big enough for the amount of children it  at this time. with nowhere for children to sit and eat 
lunch, And playground space has all ready been taken away with last years development, and if more is taken were will the children play? It would be a big shame if you used the area were the 
swimming pool is, as this is a  very good item the school has and should be used more as we live in an area near the sea and all children should be proficient swimmers at there age and is also 
good for them to promote healthy life style at this age as it lasts a life time. The only way i can see were you could and need to if this goes ahead, is upwards ie. another floor on top of the original 
school building foot print then i could see it working in the years ahead. And issue funding for the swimming pool to keep it open all year long.     

No As a parent of 2 children who already attend Polegate School, I am already aware of the high level of traffic that surrounds the school around drop off and picking up times. With the increase of 
pupils, this would only get worse and potentially more hazardous for all pedestrians as there are quite a few parents who lack responsibility and careful driving skills whilst driving around this area 
at these times. On several occasions have accidents been narrowly avoided, this will not improve with more children on roll. 
  The school was not originally designed to take the increased number of pupils and the younger years have already lost a significant amount of their outdoor play area due to the increased 
classes. To suggest they would lose even more is unthinkable. The corridors and school hall are already at full capacity and the school cannot cope with such a huge increase to its PAN. This will 
directly effect the stress levels of those teaching our children and in turn will effect the learning environment for the children themselves. As a parent, I am seriously concerned that the increase is 
a detrimental move to the future of Polegate School.  
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No Don't agree with the proposal for more school places The area that holds the school is not large enough to take anymore pupils The school field would need to be used and therefore the health 
and wellbeing of pupils would be affected The surrounding roads would not take the extra traffic this would generate Bigger schools are not the answers primary schools need to remain small and 
friendly What about secondary schools would they be able to take the extra  

Not Answered I am not surprised that Polegate School is popular and successful. My children currently attend and I am very happy with their progress there and the dedication of the school team. However, I feel 
expanding it on the current site to the proposed levels would be detrimental for the children attending and for the residents in the immediate surrounding area. I have never understood why 
developers are not forced to build schools at the same time as the housing development. Polegate, like many other areas in the South East, is an attractive place to live for young families. 
Transport links are good (generally) for commuting to larger towns and cities in the area. Housing is cheaper than the towns, and our schools perform well. What’s not to like? However, the influx 
of new housing to accommodate these families comes at a cost to existing amenities, including schooling, for existing and new residents alike. 
 
Planning in the past has been tricky to obtain for previous expansion and other buildings in and around the school. What will make it easier this time? Residents in the immediate area do not like 
the disruption to their area that the expansion would create, and will object.  
 
With regards to “any possible increase in traffic and congestion” (!), I beg you please to send your assessor out on-site on a rainy school day. At Polegate School, a good deal of the pupils arrive 
on foot/bike/scooter, which is encouraged by the school in various ways. I feel people only drive if they really have to, either due to distance from school, or having to drive elsewhere before/after 
drop-off and pick-up. On a rainy day, you can imagine, many more parents take to their cars. The school is in the middle of a residential area, with many residents parking on the road, making two-
way traffic difficult during peak times. When rain is added to the mix, some parents get frustrated waiting for their turn to pass pinch points and start offloading children in the middle of the road in 
front of the school so they don’t get as wet, or it saves them time looking for a parking space. It is chaotic and dangerous. You want to add more pupils to this mix. 
 
Building work never runs on time, which will add an extra strain on staff to work around their expanding environment with the minimum disruption to their pupils. Also, the current layout of the 
school means that the expansion will not be easy, unless you were thinking of going up instead of out? It is all well and good adding classrooms to fit the pupils, but what about hall space for 
lunches, assemblies and PE? The free lunch scheme for all infants already puts a strain on our facilities with current numbers. Where will you put the extra children? 
 
My youngest has 3 more years left at Polegate School before moving on to secondary. By then you will have added considerably more pupils to the school. I hope it will not negatively impact on 
her time there, having had such a great start, and all because a new school cannot be provided to meet the demand that developers have helped generate 

Not Answered Polegate school is a great school and I fear expanding it would change this.  The people are lovely and the children are all polite nice children.  Polegate school works great the way it is.  The new 
houses being built are not that close to the school and I feel it would benefit everyone more if a new separate school was built near to the new houses.  Polegate town also cannot take the extra 
traffic and parking needed to expand this school.  Polegate school works so well as it is a small school where everyone knows everyone including teacher and parent relationships it would be such 
a shame to jeopardise this.  The parking around the school area is already terrible and the residents would be highly effected by the extra cars, as many of the new houses are too far away to walk 
for working mums. As so many new houses have been built and are being built in the polegate area I really think schools should be built within the new estates. Expanding polegate school will not 
solve the problem.  It's already disappointing to see new houses going up every where on our beautiful countryside but to then disrupt the small community of polegate school as well is so 
upsetting. I think plans need to be made for several new schools nearer the new houses.  

 
 


